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    You will have a unique and exclusive pool!

RENOLIT ALKORPLAN TOUCH is the first reinforced membrane with a highly textured stone finish. At 2mm thick it is the strongest and most resistant liner in the market. The imaginative design of the liner makes it the most appropriate element for adding a personal note to your pool and making your home a unique place. The TOUCH pvc reinforced membranes emulate nature through adding a simulated stone finish to exotic baths, adding personality and singularity to the pools in which they are used, making each pool unique.
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    Our reinforced TOUCH membrane  is inspired by nature, on natural stones, that provides an elegant finish. Our membranes imitate the natural textures found in marble, slate or sand and are printed with 3D relief, which was a game changer in our sector 10 years ago. Nowadays is still the most popular reinforced membrane among our customers thanks to its evolution, designs and quality of this innovative pool interior.
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    Made from two layers of flexible PVC sheets with an interwoven polyester mesh, the Touch reinforced membrane is 2mm thick, which makes it the strongest and most resistant  liner in the market. The imaginative design of the liner makes it the most appropriate element for adding a personal note to your pool and makes your home a unique place. The TOUCH pvc reinforced membrane emulate nature through adding a simulated stone finish to exotic baths, adding personality and singularity to the pools in which they are used, making each pool unique
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